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1.1 Objectives 

Focus groups conducted by Ekos Research Associates as part of linked 
qualitative and quantitative public opinion research study on Canada's health 
care system. 
Principal objective to gauge public attitudes to a wide range of issues directly 
linked to the CUITent public debate about the status and future direction of 
Canada's health care system 

• measuring Canadians' perceptions of the system along the 
dimensions of quality, access and satisfaction in order to provide a 
·basic platform for testing potential directions for reform and 
innovation 
broader context for this research is the CUITent high-profile and high 
level federal-provincial discussions on health care 
findings to be used by the client to refine ongomg policy 
development and in the development of strategie communications 
plans and materials 

Qualitative component serves two distinct but complementary purposes 

• 

• 

explore the study's core themes and issues 
findings from this component will inform the design of the survey 
instrument 

1.2 Format 

A total of 10 focus groups conducted in five locations throughout Canada 
during the week of May 15. 
Two groups conducted in each of Charlottetown, Quebec City (conducted in 
French), Mississauga, Calgary and Vancouver 
Ali focus groups included the participation of randomly selected members of 
the general public. Client specifications for participation included: 

• personal annual income of $40,000 or more and at least sorne post 
secondary education 

• ail participants personally used or taken a family member to use the 
public health care system at least three times in the last 12 months 
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• excluded members of, and immediate family members of, the media, 
federal or provincial public services and individuals employed in the 
health care field, and their immediate family 

The findings presented below are based on qualitative research and are 
therefore not representative of the views held by Canadians at large. These 
findings do provide reliable directionality on key issues and shed light on 
how Canadians arrive at conclusions about the CUITent state of the health care 
system, as weIl as on their aspirations for the future of health care in Canada. 
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2.1 General Attitudes and Perceptions 

Top of mind reactions elicit mixture of positive and negative associations 
with "health care system", with a le an towards the negative (for many, 
the positive aspects are offered only wh en prompted). 
Positive imagery dominated by comments about importance to individuals 
and to society. 
Negative imagery focused on perceived problems with a valued 
institution/support (e.g. waiting times, lack of specialists, equipment and 
advanced technology) 

- Primary care most common focus, with particular reference to 
availability of general practitioners ("they're not accepting new 
patients") 

Lean towards seeing the system as a province-by-province pro gram, with 
preference for a more "national" orientation 

Many participants see the health care system "becorning" more 
articulated province-by-province 

- Enhancing the national orientation of the system seen by many as a 
desirable option 

- In Quebec, system seen as provincial 
-Little awarenesslknowledge of other provincial systems 
-Merit of more national system based on practical/pragmatic 
considerations 

Opinions on question of confidence in the system marked by points of 
consensus and divergence. 
Most participants believe that for the "simple things" the health care system 
will provide what they need 
Dramatic cleavage on the issue of confidence in the system to provide 
"higher-end" services (e.g. advanced technological equipment and surgery) 

United States offered as the "standard" which the Canadian system 
falls below 

o Attitudes moderated by impressions of an "exclusive" American 
system and a more egalitarian, yet, more modest, Canadian system 
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Polarized views emerged on issue of quality and deterioration 

• Overall view, however, that system is being expected to do more for 
more people.. with less money ("Considering aIl the hospitals that 
have been closed, the health care system is still pretty good.") 

• Frequent mentions of waiting times for doctors and surgery, out 
dated machinery and deteriorating infrastructure (i.e. hospitals) 

• Growing population, aging population, poor consumer decisions and 
funding cuts cited as factors contributing to strainlstress on the 
system 

Many .participants expressed concern, bordering on alarm, about future 
demands on the system ("If we think the system is in trouble now, just wait 
until aIl the boomers are in their seventies and eighties.") 

Perceptions on quality based more on media coverage and personal 
experience. 
Concerns based more on higher expectations and "nuisance factor" than on 
serious incidents or system failures 

Consensus on main strength: "The heaIth care system is tbere for 
everyone, no matter bow much or bow little money tbe person bas." "It's 
not elitist." 
Weakness captured through a range of descriptions focused on the theme of 
quality and timeliness of access: "If you like at the kind of equipment they 
have in the States, yon can really see hoe our health care system is falling 
behind." "Theres no focus in our health care system." 

2.2 Renewal and Modernization 

For many, "modernization" synonymous witb tecbnology. 
OveraIl, broad skepticism about references to "renewal" and 
"modernization. " 
Chiefly motivated by fatigue with "political promises" and linked to broader 
attitudes towards government performance 
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No real "visceral" reaction to the tenns (many participants eager for 
movement from talk to action, which is aptly described as renewal or 
modemization) 

"Tell us what you are going to do and then we'll be able to tell you what we 
think about modemization and renewal- we need the details" 

Most participants neitber particularly comfortable nor Iiterate in role of 
bealtb care reformers. 

Higher comfort and confidence level when reacting to prompts 

Participants present a "grab-bag" of options for refonn, which as might be 
expected are highly regional in nature (e.g. quicker and easier access to 
general practitioners in Vancouver, more hospitals and beds in Calgary, more 
specialists in PEI) 

Increased funding alone not seen as a panacea, although inadequate funding 
seen as chief cause of the problem 

Fairly pervasive view that human resource issues are large part of the 
problem to be addressed (i.e. nurses and doctors) 

Many participants convinced that "our best doctors and nurses are going to 
the States." 

Asked bluntly wbat it wou Id take to restore tbeir confidence in tbe bealtb 
care system, tbe only point of consensus was tbat tbere was no "one" 
solution, nor was it Iikely tbat confidence wou Id be restored quickly. 

The most potent drivers of confidence wou Id be positive media stories and 
improved personal experiences 

With prompting, participants identified a wide range of more specifie actions 
and outcomes that would be seen as improvements leading to higher 
confidence levels: 

Reduced waiting times for surgery 

• Reduced waiting times for appointments with doctors 

• Newequipment 

• New hospitals (including refurbishing existing hospitals) 

• Retention of health care professionals in Canada 

• More responsible use of the system (by physicians, hospital 
administrators and average Canadians) 

• Increased funding 

• Expansion of services and supports for seniors 
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3.1 Ten Ideas 

Given the earlier discussion, the 10 "ideas" were positively received. 
Most participants accepted the Iist in a "matter-of-fact" way. 
Participants, generaIly, approved of most items and acknowledged that they 
addressed (or at least sorne of the ideas) their concems with the system 

• The overall view was that the ideas were balanced in terms of 
irnrnediate and future needs of the system 

• The ideas presented were seen as "practical" and generally 
appropriate 

Human resource options (access to doctors and nurses) and institutional 
enhancements (equipment and facilities like clinics) tended to receive the 
most support 

Faring least weIl, overaIl, were expanding coverage of prescription drugs, 
electronic patient records, and performance reporting 

Drug coverage was by many as a low priority (covered by work 
plans), open to abuse and prohibitively expensive (most participants 
had private coverage) 

Electronic patient records, while popular with a significant proportion 
of participants, was seen more generally as a rather insignificant item 
within the broader discussion of "fixing" the health care system. 
Also, difficult to grasp without explanation 

• Performance reporting was interpreted by most participants as 
"governments telling us how great they are doing" (at the same time, 
most participants said that the system should be more accountable to 
citizens, which suggests a semantic rather than a rather substantive 
problem) 

The "24-7" option appeared to confuse sorne participants. Many were unsure 
how this would work, or whether it was any different to what was already 
available through emergency rooms. Others comforted by assumption that 
measure means more doctors and nurses 

• Participants appeared comfortable to simultaneously support most 
strongly human resource enhancements and question the merits of 
"24-7" 

As a general observation, participants were qui te literaI in their reading of the 
ideas. This became evident when asked what was missing from the list. 
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• Most participants had considerable difficuIty unravelling the 
peripheral elements of each idea to see how it connected to aspects of 
reform they feIt to be important 

• With assistance, however, the connections were made 

3.2 The Package 

Given the discussion on the list of 10 ideas, and the preferences that 
emerged, reactions to the shorter list of five inspired somewhat more 
critical reaction. In the end, however, most felt it was "a good start". 
The first reaction for many participants was "My top choices areri't on this 
list, so 1 guess l'm not as satisfied with it." 

Of the five items contained in the hypothetical package, two had done 
relatively poorly in the previous exercise (electronic health records and 
performance reporting) and a third was seen as unclear 

While most participants acknowledged that the "package" represented a start, 
few were of the view that they would feel more confident in the health care 
system as result 

"At least it shows that they are trying to do something, but it will take 
more than this to fix the system." 

• "1' d have to see the details before 1 could say that this would make 
the system better." 

3.3 Challenge Statements 

Most participants assigned low believability to the statement concerning 
the need to concentrate ail resources on emergency treatment and 
surgery. 
While not willing to dismiss this issue as critical, the overall view was that 
"just" concentrating on this aspect wou Id not be enough 

24-7 measures helped to blunt this criticism 
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The "doctors and hospitals" statement elicited mixed views. 
Many participants agreed with the need to get beyond this relatively narrow 
focus, but also felt that under-funding of doctors and hospitals was part of the 
problem with the system 

• "My doctor just went to the States, the system must be better there, 
for sure, he'll make more money" 

• Many participants, especially in Calgary, made specific reference to 
hospital closures and funding cutbacks as a serious problem 

In what appeared to be equally motivated by principle and pragmatism, 
most participants expressed strong reservations about the two-tier 
statement 
Except in Quebec City, a consensus emerged that the idea had merit on the 
surface, but, under closer inspection, opened the door to a bifurcation of the 
health care system along income lines 

• Many participants felt that this was anathema to the values of the 
health care system (equal access) 

• Other participants appeared to reject the private option because they 
felt that it would in sorne way place them at a disadvantage 
(assuming that they would not be the ones with the money to buy 
"quicker" access to quality health care - dominant perception is that 
only "the rich" would benefit) 

Quebec City participants were more open to the idea. Their position was 
based on pragrnatic beliefthat no practical solution should be ruled out 

• F ear of repercussions on "values and identity" much less an issue 

Notwithstanding these comments, a proportion of participants agreed with the 
statement (Mississauga different on this point) 

Sorne felt that it was simply a reality that exists now with Canadians 
going to the United States and paying for health care services they 
would have to wait for in Canada 

• Others thought that it made certain amount of sense and the trade-off 
ofmoney for quicker service was beneficial for both the person going 
into a private system and those queuing up in the public system who 
would advance more quickly 
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Little support was registered for the provincial fix statement. Most 
participants assigned a c1ear role to the federal government. 
Federal stewardship . is seen as a legitimate role ("I1's the federal 
government's job to make sure that health care is there for aIl Canadians") 

For many participants, if the federal government was contributing money, it 
should have a say in how the money is spent 

Overall, most participants assigned relatively little significance to the actual 
proportion of total funding paid by the federal government and its 
corresponding role 

• Participants with the most knowledge of actual proportional funding, 
compared to those with little or no knowledge of the relative shares 
of health care funding, were more likely to question a significant 
federal role in determining how new investments should be spent 

The "no guarantees, no money" statement appeared to resonate with 
most participants. 
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4.1 Expectations 

Responsibility for reforming or fixing the health care system is seen to 
span governments, to health care professionals, to average Canadians. 
("It's everyone's responsibility.") 
Despite a societal perspective, most participants acknowledged that the onus 
was primarily on govemments to lead the process 

For most participants it is the job of the federal and provincial govemments 
to serve the interests of the people, so it only follows that they have a 
responsibility to work together to fix the health care system 

Beyond the consensus that governments 'should" work together, few 
participants are of the view that governments "will" work together. 
"I1's aIl about politics, that's why they aren't doing a better job of fixing the 
health care system." 

Participants had difficulty sorting through the various scenarios for federal 
action, whether it is multilateral, unilateral or bi-lateral, 

This di ffi cult y may be explained, in part, by a functional notion held by most 
participants. "If they are going to this big meeting to fix the health care 
system, and they know that it is the top priority for people in Canada, they 
are aIl going to look pretty bad ifthey don't agree on something." 

Pushed to work through the various scenarios, oprmon was mixed 
relatively equally between those who thought that the federal 
government should only proceed if a c1ear majority of provinces agree 
and those who thought it appropriate to proceed with whichever 
province or provinces were willing. 
"The whole process shouldri't be held up because everyone doesn't agree." 

This opinion may be overstated in Iight of qualifying statements made by 
many participants. "If they [the provincial government] don't go along, 
they'lI have to come back and explain to us what was wrong with the deal 
and then we'lI decide whether or not it was the right decision. There will 
always be another election." 
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In Quebec City.:a federal-provincial agreement is seen as desirable, but 
patience is running out. Most participants felt tbat funding sb ou Id not be 
delayed because of a federal-provincial impasse. 
Polarized views on the role of the federal government ranging from 
imposition ofmeasures to immediate transfer of cash with no strings attached 

Issue remarkably free of ideology and politics. 
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5.1 Overall Impressions and Perceptions 

Public tends to see health care system first through personal lens, then 
community, then provincial and finally, but not insignificantly, the 
national. 
This positioning has significant implications for both policy and 
communication 
• • clear federal advantage: national steward ofhealth care system 
• • 'clear federal challenges include 

balancing role of protector of national pro gram with clear 
jurisdictional constraints 
highly divergent system needs/challenges from region to region 
provincial govemments have to tell one story ("local"), feds have 
the big story ("national"), plus must demonstrate sensitivity and 
awareness of ground-level situation province by province 
need expanded tool kit fitting clear framework (CHA) but 
allowing flexibility, improvisation and experimentation 
need to balance short-term (immediate) and longer-term needs 

Overall, participants express low patience, low technical/theoretical 
1 literacy, but not willirig to vacate expert role ("We're expert too, we're 
.' the patients"). 

Non-primary care measures are generally understood, particularly prevention, 
but will do very little to restore confidence 
Participants very malleable on sorne issues, particularly around federal 
provincial process 

- 

The public acknowledges the need to build structure and system for the 
future, not just for today. BUT, the critical balance of action must be 
demonstrable in the here and now. 
1:'0 ways to r$~r_@ eanfidence 

• Positive media 
\. Noticeable improvement in personal contact with system 
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5.2 Moving the Oebate Forward 

New approacb sbould stress more tban tbe mecbanical aspects of reform. 
r Widely beld view tbat tbe bealtb care system must become more 
, bumanized 

Concems with existing system of 10-minute doctor' s visits and one-ailment 
per visit approach 

• de-personalization of the system and a loss of focus on broader 
_ patient ne~s a recurring theme underscoring the deterioration Delief - 

- 
Need to de-link op-erationaUadministrative aspects (e.g. e-records and 
reporting) from structural corn onen s e.g. primary care and borne 
care). 
Best to present as parallel tracks 

ifnot, they are likely to be seen as trade-offs and be rejected 

At tbis point, any action may weil be positive, but requires .ambitious 
communications to ensure tbat Canadians are aware 
sensitive balance required in message - it cannot be about taking credit, but 
likewise "Health Budget" of 1999 seemed to be largely missed 
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Results of Ranking Exercises 

Introduction 

As part of the focus group discussion, participants were asked to rank 10 
health care issues in order of importance where l indicated the most 
important option and 10 indicated the least important option. In part, to 
discem if participants would rethink their positions after a lengthy discussion 
of the topic, they were asked to make an initial ranking of the issues early in 
the discussion and rank them again after the discussion. 

• 

Note on methodology and reporting 

To reiterate the methodological issue discussed in the report, the findings 
conceming the initial survey and post discussion survey are based on research 
that is not representative of views ofCanadians at large. It is also important 
to remember that three criteria were used to screen recruits for participation 
in the focus groups: 

aIl participants had to have recent direct contact with the health care 
system, i.e., had at least three primary contacts in the preceding 
12 months; 
aIl participants had to have a personal income of at least $40,000; and 
aIl participants had to possess at least sorne post-secondary education. 

These findings do pro vide re1iable directionality on key issues among this 
group of Canadians. They also shed light on how, after extensive discussion 
of issues, Canadians can either change their minds or retain their original 
positions on the CUITent state of the health care system and on their 
aspirations conceming the future ofhealth care in Canada. 

Overall Initial Survey Resu/ts 

Table A.1 shows the overall ranking of the entire group of Canadians from 
across the country who participated in the focus groups. The ranking in the 
tables is based on the average or mean of the total ranking of each issue by 
participants. The closer the average is to one, "most important", the more 
important the issue is seen to be by the participants. 
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The rank ordering of the options is similar from the first to the second 
ranking exercise. In general, the ranked options break fairly neatly into two 
groups: high resonance (options 1-6) and low resonance (options 7-10). 

Overall, the public gravitates towards ideas/measures that they are familiar J with in the regular course of dealing with the health care system (e.g., 
doctors, nurses, specialists, diagnostic machines). Non-primary care and 
direct support measures like community care and home care are generaIly 
understood and supported. People also appreciate the logic of prevention and 

J . promotion, but they are seen as less immediate and therefore engender less 
enthusiasm - other measures, such as performance reporting and electronic 
record keeping, fall into a similar trade-off dynamic. This may be partly 
explained by the inflamedlcrisis environment portrayed through the media, 
which may preclude more thoughtful and reflected responses. (It should also 
be noted that the sample for this qualitative research included only those who 
had had fairly regular contact with the primary-care system.). 

* The "n" or sample size is different for the survey before and after the groups. While 
90 respondents participated in the groups overall, a nurnber surveys were spoiled (ranked 
incorrectly) in both the first (n=85) and the second ranking exercise (n=81). The specifie 
groups that contained spoiled surveys can be detennined by 100 king at the tables for the 
individual cities where focus groups were held. 
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TABLE A.2 
Overall Ranking After the Focus Group Discussion (n=81) 

:ilmêrermal.-' ;.,' :r. '~;;': . .... ~=c~). ~: ..... ; :~.~:-.::.:.;:..: 
. ~:_~.' ", :.: ~ ': .. 

: .. "::.;', \.~. :';:.:'~';' 
i,' ;0:-:.', 

Adequate numbers of nurses, doctors and specialists 
available across country 

-0.19 

Appraisals of various ideas for reform tend to be dependent on whether 
people are trying to envision short or long-term solutions. In direct 
competition, the short-term options appear to receive higher priority. There is 
sorne evidence that, on a reflected basis, the public is willing to re-align 
priorities in a fashion that puts more emphasis on blending short and longer 
term priorities. 

Overall Survey Results After the Focus Group Discussion 

After the discussion group, this division between what is perceived to be 
more direct and immediate and issues of a more indirect and "process" nature 
is ev en more pronounced. The top six ranked issues are all still concemed 
with primary care issues (see Table A.2), while the bottom ranked four are 
more related to secondary and tertiary health issues which even includes 
"govemments coyer the costs of prescription drugs", the tenth in importance 
both initially and after the focus group discussion. Exhibit A-1 clearly 
displays this distinction graphically. 

The most important issue did not change. "Adequate numbers of nurses, J 
doctors and specialists available across the country" became even more 
important (increasing in importance by 0.19). 

The top four ranked issues after the focus group discussion have aIl been ' 
"" rated as even more important than they were initiaIly. 
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Exhibit A.1 
. Overall Results for the 1 st and 2nd Rankings 

:;,[' ":.- .. ' 

This is also the case with two longer-term health options, "expanded use of 
health information technology" and "increased health promotion activities", 
both of which increased in importance after the discussion, although they 
remain relatively low resonance issues. 

The only major change in ranking occurs for "expanded support for 
community health c1inics" which moves from number six in importance 
initially to the number two ranked health option (increasing by 0.50 in 
importance). 

_ .Although there is little change in the mean, the option "[Medical services] 
available 24-hours a day, seven-days a week" falls in importance from 
number two to number five. 

Survey Results 1 st Ranking and 2nd Ranking by Site 

The following tables, A.3 to A. 7, show the results for each city in which 
focus groups were held. While of limited value in terms of generalizing to the 
broader public, they do show sorne ~ting differences in Qriorities by 
region for therespective participants. \-- ~.-- ~ 
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TABLEA.3 
Overall Ranking After the Focus Group Discussion 

Vancouver n=20 
.' ';";','_':'.';" ';'. :'~ : .. ;':' ,- . ,': .. ;.. ~:.~ ,' 

., . 
. :' :' ".~ ~.: . 

Expanded home and community care services -0.50 3.35 2.85 
-0.64 :,: Adequate numbers of nurses, doctors and specialists 

available across the country 
3.70 3.06 

;.: Expanded support for community health clinics 4.10 3.06 

. .' . TABLEA.4 - 
.' . Overall Ranking After the Focus Group Discussion 

. Cal a n=17 

.. OverâUMêârùri· 0 ;ôVèrjuM~nW;: ;nmereiîÙal <> . 
. :"1stRa~I9i1~'" .. '. :.ir{(lR~rikjiig<t l~.~~i.;dicales .. :. <" ,>: )nerei;é'ri"importance) 

3.06 2.44 +0.62 
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TABLE A.5 
Overall Ranking After the Focus Group Discussion 

Mississau a n=18 
':: : .. -: :,:,~:,:, . ":: .. 

..: .... c:;nlffèretitlal 
). :'(ii~iii;~iiiCi~ .: .•• 
:, iri<:reUélJtJlnportaneeJ.: 

-0.07 

.. ' .. TABLEA.6 
Overall Ranking After the Focus Group Discussion 

Quebec Cit n=18 
. " ," " .'. '. ::.:.;.:'".~ ',,_ ':":,', ~',: -.:. 

',,-.;':'::.;' .... '_:': : .... ~ 
......... ..:.:'." .. - - , 

Expanded support for community health clinics 5.13 

Overall Mean in ,OvèrailMeaôliC:;,' Differentiai 
1 sf Ra.·.·. riki. ri. 9 . :. :2iid ...•. Ra.o.·.k.ln .. ·.g /, .•. : 0:: (ni>lîiii;~~ indi~es· . . .. : :iri&mirlnimpor1anée) 

3.12 +0.31 

3.53 +0.66 

3.71 +0.34 

3.71 -0.23 

4.18 -0.95 

5.76 +0.51 

6.29 +0.10 
·.··.··r 

Adequate numbers of nurses, doctors and specialists 2.81 
< available across the country 
Available 24·hours a day, seven days a week 2.88 
Expanded home and community care services 3.38 
Improved access to medical specialists 3.94 

Better patient access to modern medical technology 5.25 

Increased health promotion activities 
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TABLE A.7 
Ove ra Il Ranking After the Focus Group Discussion 

Prince Edward Island n=17 
' .. ~' .. ' '_':;,,:' . ' ::<.L:.:.:). 

___ : •. .:: 1 :.~', • 

J)vèrall M~il.iii .. ; ,ovei;lIi .,.eanlij::;C :[)ifferehlial •. ··;. 
~ :'.:t$t:~~~6ii. . ;. ;:JîlifR~nM$ ~}\ ·f (neglitive à1œcata ; •• 

-: . : .. ::_,:::... :.':-'.: ... : ... ' :.Î1)creaséli\.~l· 

3.00 -0.24 3.24 
Available 24·hours a day, seven days a week 3.41 3.43 +0.02 

Better patient access to modem medical technology 3.94 4.86 

-:; Increased health promotion activities 6.65 

Adequate numbers of nurses, doctors and specialists 
available across the country 

3.71 4.00 +0.29 

., ;=::~;~~~~:~;~~~~:~4r:; . ;.; .:':, ·~;4.t;?H':! 

{ Expanded use of health information technology 7.18 
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Review of Recent and Current Public Opinion Researcb on Healtb Care 

This overview note on health care is based on recent and ongoing public 
opinion research conducted by Ekos Research Associates. The note is 
organized so that the broader context (drawn from quantitative research 
studies) is presented first, followed by a summary of.main findings from a 
recent (May 2000) qualitative research project (focus groups in Vancouver, 
Calgary, Mississauga, Quebec City and Charlottetown). 

a) Overview of Public Opinion Environment (Quantitative 
. Synthesis) 

The overall public opinion back drop for health care demonstrates areas of 
both stability and change. None of these are as are particularly encouraging 
for the federal (or provincial) govemment(s). Health care remains the 
dominant public issue and has widened its gap over virtually aIl other issues -- - over the past few'" years. There is a broad conviction that the-ê,.ystem is 
deteriorating rapidly and Canadians 0 assign.~e_qllal resQ.,onsibility. to bath 
federal and ~al gQY.emme~ (a substantial erosion of the significant 
federal advantage of as little as two xears ago). Attention to the health care 
issue is very high and public natience levels are very thin. There is, however, 
a continued "7ti7mg recognition of the eed for :"Ïonger te . plan and 
knowledge that Qrofound change will be needed to meet future pressures 
(particularly aging). This does not obviate the need for immediate attention ta 
deal with deficiencies in the primary care system (waiting lines, doctors and 
nurses, better technology and infrastructure). These short-term needs are 
linked to funding issues. 

There is considerable stabili!y in the public's rejlected ~ on what to do 
about health care. Fir~ ami' most impOrtantly for the federal govemment, 
there has been an al Qst iml).wbahle hmaGit~ te-pHbllG-Gommitment to 
avoiding privatization, fo -Qrofit and "two-tier" approaches. Notwithstanding 
c~e supporC(perhaps 25 per cent), most Canadians continue to reject 
privatization the more they think about and experience it (note Bill Il 
experience). Quebec is oJLpaltem ere, possibly due to the subliminal but 
important l~u€ls~aRd_i.dentity.jn Eng!iW_ C<;!!.ada. 
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ln terms of specifie measures and reforms, both substantive (e.g., population 
health, prevention, doctor-patient relations) and process (integration, results 
reporting), the public response has been fairly consistent. They agreed with 
the broad directions of the National Forum on Health but strenuously 
di~greed with funding cuts. Since then, repeated quantitative tests have more 
or less continued the same rece tivity to change - particula ly_under ---._. 
reflected conditions. ~-----~~..-... 
Particularly noteworthy in this is the idea of ~Rand~d,Jla1iQnal ho . e care. 
The home care ide a consistently tests as the most imRortant and . ._c.Qmp_elling 
iIlustr<l:tion of real change for the better. It both humanises and em~ers 
patients and families and provides clear rational economie merits. It also 
provides a major opportunity for linking the lll1.b.lic':S .. continaed.ccmmitmcnr 
to national standards and equal access to a new "big idea". &4' ~ _ 

A three stream strategy of (i) preserving eXIstmg medicare (particularly 
primary care) largely via funding; (ii) planned innovatîon (population health, 
prevention, etc. with home and community care as the centrepiece); and 
(iii) _process reforms including bette ·ntegr:ation, reporting and working 
partnêfSiiIps remains highly resonant. Continued deep disaffection is not a 
product of any abrupt shifts in the public environment but rather a lack of 
repetition and delivery of this framework. 

b] What We Learned (rom Most Recent Qualitative Study 

Note on methodology and reporting: The findings presented below are 
based on qualitative research and are therefore not representative of the views 
held by Canaaians at large. These findings do provide r~able directi.Q!!f!)ity 
on key issues and shed light on how Canadians arrive at conclusions about 
thê'éurrent state of he';Jth care system, as well as on their aspirations for Ihe 
futureor-heâlth-eare~i-n--Ganaàa~ It is aTso Impo irir to note TIiat -;11 
participants a recent-aîrëctcontact with the health care system, had a 
personal income of at least $40,000 and possessed at least sorne post 
secondary education. References to the public assume the qualifications 
noted above. 
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Situating Health Care in the Public's Mind 

.. Canadians included in this research tend to see the health care system first 
l}through a personal lens, community, provincial and finally, but not 
insignificantly, through a national lens. Within this perceptual ordering, the 
main strength associated with health care system is that it is there for 
everyone - no matter how much or how little money a person has. ~l Canadians are attached to the notion of preserving an open and inclusive 
system. Conversely, the overall views on the weakness of the system are 
clustered around the theme ~ltt ana timeIiness of access. 

Without question, the public identifies health care as the critical issue and 
highest priority for government attention. At the same time, they are not 
following every announcement or' tracking carefully the federal-provincial 
discourse on the issue. In practical terms, there is high public awareness of 
the issue, writ large, but uneven penetration of the details and parameters of 
the CUITent debate. Quantitative research shows that overall perceptions of the 
health care issue are linked to negative acts (e.g., funding cuts). 

Satisfaction and Confidence 

Canadians simultaneously express fairly im12ressive levels of ~ISQIlal 
satisfaetiee-wab-secen ex,Jl.eriences with the health care system and a 
heightened sense Q_lat' the~qu~~~mg. This 
contradiction is partly explained by the prevailing and dominant forces 
shaping public perceptions and concems about the health care system. 

\ 
.. Perce tions on__quality appear to be based more on media coverage and 

\ vic~rious eJS!le 'e~an on first-hand evide~ce. Actual concems, t~o, tend 
to be based more on higher ëX'Jrectat1c)l1 aad.the "nuisance factor" than on 
serious incidents or personal experiences of system failures. 

On a related point, Canadians appear to express low patience-thresholds with 
the "working-through" process, while appreciating that the overall exercise of 
health care refonnlrenewal is highly complex. In a sense, Canadians are 

. killing to acknowledge that fixing the system is no simple task, but this is not 
V seen as a legitimate rationale for inaction on the part of government. 
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Views on quality and deterioration are polarized. The overall view, however, 
is that the system is being expected to do more, fOL1!!QI~ ... Qeople, __ witb._less 
ma e~._ There are also emerging concems about future demands on the 
system driven by an aging 0 ulation, poor consumer decisions and funding 
cuts. Looking to the future also conditions perceptions about confidence - (lower). 

The overall view is that for the "simple things" the health care system will 
provide what Canadians need (for now). There is dramatic cleavage on the 
issue of confidence in the system to provide "higher~e_nd" services (e.g., 
advanced technological equipment and surgery) and its ability to keep pace 
with emerging and evolving demands. This "near future" - "distant future" 
formulation of the confidence question goes to the core of public 
expectations for a plan that speaks to the complexity of the issue. 

Weighing the Options 

Most Canadians are neither particularly comfortable nor literate in the role of 
health care reformers. They are more at ease in the mode of reacting to 
provisional or prospective options. And while the public harbours no illusions 
as to its capacity to design the architecture of a renewed health care system, 
neither do es it see itself on the sidelines as decisions are made. Canadians 
feel relative~ strongly about their role as ,kgitimate stakeholder - not l\ 
capable of technical design, but e!?ine!ill_U!ll.l.hiiedJ_<l.â e'!k,Jo the ~~l 
outcomes requJ!EiQ "t_eir" sy~ (i.e., values issues). _.- 
The clear priority is protecting the principle of equal access to quality and 
timely medical services (personally, regionally and natioiially). Beyond this 
fundàmenial exp-ecCation, which is particularly acute for the federal 
govemment, priority areas for reform tend to vary broadly by personal 
experience and notably by region (e.g., quicker and easier access to general 
practitioners in Vancouver, more hospitals and beds in Calgary, more 
specialists in PEI). Increased funding alone is not seen as a panacea, although 
inadequate funding is seen as chief cause of the problem. There is a fairly 
pervasive view that human resource issues are large part of the problem to be 
addressed (i.e., shortages of doctors and nurses caused by factors such as 
funding cuts and "brain drain" to the United States). 
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OveraIl, the public gravitates towards ideas/measures that they are familiar 
with in the regular course of dealing with the health care system (e.g., 
doctors, nurses, specialists, diagnostic machines). Non-primary care and 
direct support measures like community care and home care are generally 
understood and supported. People also appreciate the logic of prevention and 
promotion, but they are seen as less immediate and therefore engender less 
enthusiasm - other measures, such as performance reporting and electronic 
record keeping, fall into a similar trade-off dynamic. This may be partly 
explained by the enflamedlcrisis environment portrayed through the media, 
which may preclude more thoughtful and reflected responses. (H should also 
be noted that the sample for this qualitative research included only those who 
had had fairly regular contact with the primary-care system.). 

l.,/. 

Appraisals of various ideas for reform tend to be dependent on whether 
people are trying to envi sion short or long-term solutions. In direct 
competition, the short-term options appear to receive higher priority. There is 
sorne evidence that, on a reflected basis, the public is willing to re-align 
priorities in a fashion that puts more emphasis on blending short and longer 
term priorities. 

Making Choices 

Asked bluntly what it would take to restore their confidence in the health care 
system, the only point of consensus was that there was no "one" solution, norv' 
was it likely that confidence would be restored quickly. The most potent 
drivers of confidence would be positive media stories and improved personal J 
experiences. Woven into this thinking is the expectation of striking the right 
balance dealing with the present and preparing for the demands of the future. 

In this regard, directing a disproportionate level of new funding towards 
emergency room services is not seen as an overwhelmingly obvious or 
efficacious choice. In fact, there are relatively high levels of dissatisfaction 
with the way the existing ER system is used by the public. In the absence of 
viable and available alternatives such as clinics or broader access to family 
doctors, emergency facilities are seen by many as a first resort, rather th an a 
last resort. Expansion of non-institutional supports in the community and the 
home, thereby relieving the strain on hospitals, elicits broad approval. 
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Moving the Pro cess Forward 

Responsibility for reforming or fixing the health care system is seen to span 
all of society from governments, to health care professionals, to average 
Canadians. Despite this societal perspective, most participants acknowledged 
that the onus was primarily on governments to lead the process. However, 
there is clear frustration with lack of progress. 

Pu shed to work through various scenarios conceming how to proceed with 
new federal funding, views are IJolaciz_ed on the mIe oLtb_e ederal 
government ranging from imposition oi easuLes-tQ-iJFH11êQ-iate_transfer-ef 
cash with f!o st ·ngs att~hed. Discussion of this aspect was remarkably free 
of ideology and politics. 

People understand the broader federal role wh en discussing health care 
outside their own province, as evidenced by broad acce tan~~ __ and Aesire for "" 
nQtional standards. But many people also see their own pe~nal health care 
as largely a provincial matter. In this regard, they would not hesitate to say 
"give us the~ney", even if that meant that other provinces did not receive 
it. 

This view, however, exists next to a broader expectation, which follows the a 
fairly functional logic: "If they [the provincial government] don't go along, 
they'll have to come back and explain to us what was wrong with the deal 
and then we'll decide -whether or not it was the right decision. There will 
always be another election." 

c) Putting the Pieces T ogether 

Synthesis 

There is unlikely to be a clear winning approach in the short-term. The 
problems are extremely corn lex and the various temporal ana policy 
dimensions of the debate are difficult to reconcile: 

More MRI machines may satisfy expectations for technology 
upgrades, but on its own may well lead to criticisms of not enough 
specialists to interpret the results. 

8 CUITent "crisis" has developed over time and there fore will require a 
longer-term approach to resolve. 
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The federal government is seen to have the responsibility as the national 
steward of health care system. This designation carries both advantages, 
primarily one of legitimacy, and challenges. 

Included among the chief challenges are: 

balancing role of protector of national program with clear 
jurisdictional constraints 

highly divergent system needs/challenges from region to region 

must demonstrate sensitivity and awareness of ground-level situation 
province by province, but concentrate on what it can deliver and 
'avoid impression of casting about 

need expanded tool kit fitting c1ear framework (CHA) but allowing 
flexibility, improvisation and experimentation (e.g. home care) 

need to balance short-term (immediate) and longer-term needs 

dealing with residual impact of mismatch between government and 
'- public priority on 2000 Budget (i.e., taxes instead ofhealth) 

The public acknowledges the need to build a structure and system for the 
future, not just for today. BUT, the critical balance of action must be 

\\ 
demonstrable in the here and now. To date, the federal government has not 
been able to demonstrate that it has such a plan. (There is nothing in this 
CUITent research to contradict the relevance and applicability of the three- 
stream framework - supporting the core health care system, steering and 
innovation and modemization - developed on the strength of extensive 
ongoing quantitative and qualitative research.) 

The new approach should stress more than the mechanical aspects of reform. 
There is a widely held view that the health care system must become more 
humanized. Perceived de-personalization of the system and a loss of focus on 
broader patient needs are recurring themes underscoring the deterioration 
belief. (community care and home care hit the mark, and are essential and 
demonstrable ingredients within any discussion of how to build a system for 
the future). 

J Need to de-link operational/administrative aspects (e.g., e-records and 
reporting) from structural components (e.g., primary care and home care): 

best to present as parallel tracks 
ifnot, they are likely to be seen as trade-offs and be rejected 
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At this point, any action may weIl be positive, but requires ambitious 
communications to ensure that Canadians are aware: 

sensitive balance required in message - it cannot be about taking 
credit, but likewise "Health Budget" of 1999 seemed to be largely 
missed (or seen to be inadequate) 

Strategie Questions 

What are the unique expectations of the federal government beyond the 
general responsibilities it shares with other players? 
Where will the public be next year? Are we responding to mercurial surface 
anxieties (necessary)? And how will this link to the relieving the long-term 
structural anxieties underlying the improbably rapid collapse of confidence? 
Why the improbable/tenacious commitment to equal access in light of crisis 

\ level anxieties and recurring claims that privatization is a solution (even by 
\ trusted leaders such as Premier Klein in Alberta)? 

What are the notions of change that embody the desire for continuity of equal 
access with the expectation for modemization and innovation? 
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May 12, 2000 

Health Care Vision Study 

Focus Groups: Draft Moderator's Guide 

Introduction (10 minutes) 

• Moderator explains purpose of the research. 

• Explanation of format (ground rules) 

• Moderator's role 

• Participants introduce themselves 

Warm Up: General Attitudes and Perceptions (25 minutes) 

1. What type of thoughts/images cornes to mind when you hear the term 
"health care system?" ltt__ 

Do you see the health care system as a national program or do you 
see it as more of a province by province program? (b 

2. How confident are you that you would be able to get access to the 
necessary health care services ifyou or a family member were to become ill? i)_ "'-- 

What about compared to the past, five years ago or so, is the quality 
of the system today better, worse, the same? 2J:? 
Wh y? 2& 

3. What would you say the strengths of the CUITent system are? :SGt_ 
What about the weaknesses? 3b 

4. There has been a lot of talk about "renewal" of the health care system, or 
"modernizing" the health care system. Wh en you come across terms like this 
what are your overall impressions? 11\ 

What does it mean to you? 46 
Is it a positive or negative thing/process? -4 G 
Is it a necessary process? 1 J_, 

1"'t<.h 5. What kinds of changes would you like to see in the health care system? 5t.L 
What kind of things would have to happen for you to feel that the 
system has improved? 15"G 
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~ a. -7 c- 

Options for ReformIRenewal (50 minutes) 

The federal government has said it is prepared to increase its funding for 
health care. And different people have put forward ideas about how this new 
investment might be used best to preserve and strengthen the publicly funded 
health care system for the future. 1 want to present you with a number of 
these ideas in no particular order and ask you to rank them in order of 
importance, with 1 being the most important and 10 being the least 
important. This is not a test, there are no right or wrong answers. 1 just want 
to get your views on how important each ofthese items is to you. 

Moderator distributes handout # J to participants and asks them to rank the 
ideas in order of importance and collects them at the end of this component 
of the group. 

6. Overall, what did you think about these ideas? 14... 
Did they address what you consider to be the serious problems with 
the health care system? -1b 1 

Will they work? 7-~ 
7. Again, thinking about all of these ideas as a group, are there any that reaUy 
stand out from the others? g-.q_ 

Really bad or good ideas? fb 
Really clear or unclear ideas? Zr.v 

8. Is there anything missing from the list that you think is important to add? 

1 want you to have a look at a second handout that presents a package of 
ideas that could be the basis of a plan. Once you have read the material 1 
would like to get your impressions on how effective it would be. 

10 ct -7 ~ Moderator distributes Handout #2 to participants. 
C;U ~""l./ 

9. What are your overaU impressions ofthis package?ff'lé 

Does it deal with the problems you see in the health care system?rtb 

Does it seem too ambitious or too modest? flic, 
Would measures like this give you greater confidence in the health 
care system? ttJ 
Compared to the previous list, what is missing that you think should 
be included? 11 fJ , 
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10. There are a number of criticisms that might be made about~. 1 
want to present a few possible criticisms and get your sense of how 
believable or accurate they are. 

Why spend money on things that will do nothing to fix the real 
problem with the system which is the amount of time it takes to get 
emergency medical treatment and surgery? 1 J.__(A._ 
If we continue to throw money at doctors and hospitals, we'll never 
get to the real causes of why people are requiring more health care 
servi ces. \ l!::> 
The way to fix the system is to take pressure off by allowing people 

. who can afford it to buy health services. (L c, 

Why doesn't the federal government stop wasting time on all these 
fancy sounding programs and just hand the money over to the 
provinces for them to fix the system? l '2-d 
Why just hand over money to the provinces when we have no 
guarantee that they are going to fix the system? 12e__ 

Process for Change (25 minutes) 

We have spent a fair amount of time discussing WHAT could or should be 
done about health care. 1 want to move to another area that sorne people say 
is just as important, which is the process for making these changes: 

Il. Who do you see as having the responsibility for reforming or fixing the 
health care system? Cl- 

Governments (federal, provincial, both) b, 
People working in the health care system L.. 

The public & 
12. How weIl do you think the process is working? {<tq 

What are the problems? 14 \:> 
Why are things not moving ahead? 1'\ C; 

13. How likely is it that the federal government and provincial governments 
can agree on a plan? 15~ 15b 

And, what happens if they can 't? Should the federal government 
move ahead anyway15c.. 
Can it move on its own without the approval/co-operation of 
provincial govemments? 15 d. 
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{b(L -= J 

17 
Ir: 

}?~ 
What if the fed~ government cou Id get deals with sorne provinces 
and not others? Should it proceed with those provinces that agree or 
wait until.all provinces agree? l5+ 

Wrap Up (10 minutes) 

The last thing l' d like to ask you to do is to repeat an exercise we did close to 
the start of tonight's group. 1'11 pass out copies of the ideas we talked about 
and have you rank them in order of importance. Please use the same scale 
with 1 being the most important and 10 the least 

Moderator distributes handout # 3 ta participants and asks them ta rank the 
ideas in arder of importance and collects them before participants leave. 

14. Before we finish, does anyone have something to add to what we have 
been discussing? 
15. Questions or comments? 

Tbank you for your participation tonigbt. 
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Handout #1 

Please rank the following in order of importance, with 1 being what you think 
is most important and 10 being the least important. 

Sorne Ideas on How to Preserve and Strengthen the Health Care System 
for the Future 

~~ better patient access to modem medical technology, such as MRI (0 '{ 

machines ---- 

th expanded use of health information technology for things like ~ ~ 
electronic patient records _ 

Jc...increased he~lth promotion activities, such as anti-smoking and ~ ( 
fitness campaIgns _ 
improved access to family doctors and nurses, so that primary care is Gd 
available 24-hours a day, seven-days a week _ 

bt Expanded home and community care services so that people can get 
the care they need at home or close to home instead of extended 
hospital stays _ 

~ ~ improved access to medical specialists _ 
r ..... Cf expanded support for community health clinics to relieve pressure on 
I.Y 1 hospital emergency rooms/wards _ 
b~ ensuring that adequate numbers of nurses, doctors and specialists are 

available right across the country ---- 

~ è having governments cover the costs of prescription drugs _ 
increased reporting to the public by governrnents and health care 

bJ providers on the performance of the health care system _ 

, 
loJ 
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Handout #2 

Please rank the following in order of importance, with 1 being what you think 
is most important and 10 being the least important. 

Sorne Ideas on How to Preserve and Strengthen the Health Care System 
for the Future 

Make doctors and nurses available 24-hours a day, seven days a week 
to help reduce pressure on emergency rooms _ 

_ Put more money into diagnostic and treatment care, for example, 
MRI or cancer care to reduce waiting times ---- 

Irnplement electronic health records so patients don't have to keep 
giving their medical history or repeat diagnostic tests needlessly IOv 

Ibd 
Expand home care services so that patients can recover or rest at 
home instead of in the hospital _ 
Increase reporting to the public by governrnents and health care 
providers on the performance of the health care system _ 
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Handout #3 

Please rank the following in order of importance, with 1 being what you think 
is most important and 10 being the least important. 

Sorne Ideas on How to Preserve and Strengthen the Health Care System 
for the Future 

f ~ better patient access to modem medical technology, such as MRI 
GI... machines ---- 

_ expanded use of health information technology for things like 
l ~b electronic patient records . 

1 increased health promotion activities, such as anti-smoking and t Ioc: fitness campaigns _ 
f' J improved access to family doctors and nurses, so that primary care is 
t)lJ.._ available 24-hours a day, seven-days a week _ 

expanded home and community care services so that people can get 
I,tp the ~are they need at home or close to home instead of extended 
li \.. hospital stays _ 
\~·t improved access to medical specialists _ 

expanded support for community health clinics to relieve pressure on 
hospital emergency rooms/wards _ 
ensuring that adequate numbers of nurses, doctors and specialists are 
available right across the country _ 

(~~ having govemments coyer the costs of prescription drugs _ 
increased reporting to the public by governments and health care 

lb] providers on the performance of the health care system _ 
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Confidence in Health Care System 
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. . :,:..: . .. ::'. :::::.~:.:'/ ~ .. >;:(<"~~~.~.:.:::~;~.:.: ': . 
)( ;;)::HLH;':i Àl.· .• ~ .. e.).· .. t:·.·.a.:: .•. :,:. : '::. <.:."'.;;~'-;:-~'. ,.- 

·.·;~)Britiih~C6iJ~@~i: 
.. ; :-';~":>~::' . 

;,::,:',';' »Ôr-,Ô: 

. ,: :.{>" .: ~ :.:.- 

. ' , ,.;' ; ... \;:. i •. ic\oÔi. ; 2()% :46;~. ~ici~i. >ùki~).. .• :100% 

... :: .. ' ..•• ; ...•...... :.:: •. '::.: .. :;;;;;Q';,;:;;:~,;;Ôc,:~::} •••.•... ·.\:.; .. ~ .... :f:Jg,~~b~Ji~~t~~:.·.':· 
. . . . .: r : ".>?>_:~~ ?:.: .;.:/ .::~:;:}.::~:~.:~. ~~~.:. ~·::-:7:·"·:·~:~: ... ..' '. x: '~"':: ;;H~'~Hohal Hè~lth 9.iiè:WJ.jJ~~·jüh~.2Pôti· 

Overall, fairly positive views on ability to access necessary health 
care services. Acute anxiety about deter'orat'_o of health care \ 
system has not ië<rto'è(5iicem~QLs. [ ctural coJla[)se (but without 
correction from currenftrajectory, that fear exists for the future). 

Results on this indicator mirrar more positive first-hand experience V"" 
scores. 

Fairly stable from a national point of view: no change since 1998. 
Ekos' survey of American households shows comparable to 
attitudes among Americans on same indicator. 

Large and worrisome regional disparities in confidence (Atlantic, J' 
Prairies and British Columbia ail significantly less confident). 
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Tracklng Confidence in Health Care System 

;',: 

.~. :\',:: : ":.~.:~'.:.:; -;; :-.~/" '.~.: ... '. .. ~. .: .. ,:-' ':;-.:' ,-' . ",~.,"" 

~/:?:':' :';. <.:;.\::::: 

St_êEility of confidence hjgl!!_y noteworthy, especially in contrast with 
markè'<nncrease in sense of deterioration of system over the same 
period. 

Important to understand that structural confidence and acute anxiety 
about the future can co-exist. 
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Tracking Priority Aspects of Health Care System 
. . ~ . 

, '''Whichof:h~~~Jlo;~~::~~~!~~~i.~~;~~il~'~l'~,~~te$t· -. . 
. , . <>; Dec 98 Nov 97 Aug 95 

n=1200 n=2998 n=3021 . . " 

..... ." .' 

•• •• ··.Êql1àl;aé~~ssiQ<he~1th •.•.• 
.. éareforall:Canàdians,· 41% 45% 53% 

40% 33% 31% 

· •. ·i~·· •. HeaJt~ .. :~ft~~~~,~~~.~W' 
_",.--,.,.-" .... 

·'g~i;~~s'it~~ti~~, 5% 8% 
__ '; .-: " -_- :L:? .. :·.:~···· _<._.:.,:',." ': 

,o~~~~),~r:;;,'!,,[!~~~fr~'l~fi~i~~~,Jfti~r~'iif~Ji;~f 

11% 15% 9% 

Overall stability of patterns is fairly impressive. Quality and equal 
access are the two ultimate principles. 

Concerns with quality have risen significantly since 1995 (+ 12 
percentage points). 

Equal access has _ declined correspondingly (-11 percentage 
points); concerns for equal access may not be dropping, rather 
concerns with quality becoming more prominent. 

l The strategie fulcrum of balancing quality and access has not 
produced shift to two-tier: public clearly see quality solutions 
elsewhere (i.e. within the framework of single-payer system). 

Although small numbers it is crucial to note the steep decline (50%) 
in those selecting "costs" as crucial; this underlines the public's 
growing frustration with governments' inability/unwillingness to 
respond to their clear judgement that this area is financially under 
resourced. 
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Priority Aspects of Health Care System 
demographic variations 

" . . . 

" ~$M'hich 'of the following as~pè'cts:of'Heàlth c~re 1S ofgreatest': ':;, " 
" ", "impoliance'to:you1" ' :,':. 

" ',',58%,': 

The national consensus on the twin principles of quality and 
equality shows major demoqraphic and.class.cleavaqes. 

Equal access is relatively more important amongst seniors and 
economically vulnerable. 
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Confidence in Protecting and Strengthening 
Health Care System 

'~':".' ;.'. _, .. ' 

.... i~~:~~~~f;già~~~~!'j~~·~~t~~~gc~~~~~rig~~~~~~:~~~t~ri6i'!ti6t:~w~~enT~i;· •• · 
. . .;.. . ... .., .;. . ili the Gbvernmenf'Of:'Ganada?": » 

:.:.;" .. 
~ '. - : 1 .' 

',':,-' 

:.~:.:\. ::'-" 
,'.. "::~~.:. 

', ... : .. ~-:: ::': 

The public has a tough time answering this question (fully one in 
five do not know, which was not prompted by interviewer). The real 
answer is probably neither. 

Both senior levels of government enjoy equal confidence/blame for 
the problem and this is a huge reversai of the erstwhile federal 
advantage. 
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Confidence in Protecting and -Strengthening 
Health Care System - by region 

..•...•...• ~WVhenjtèol1lesjo,protêcting>alÎd;strehgthèlii6gJh.e .• he.â1th car:e.~ystern!· .. ····· 
: woùld yqu;~~yiJc,Jliave· n'lore conffâençe'~n;ypùt;pr9yincial gbvernment or 

. . '.' in the GovetnmentofC~n.adaf1.~/;·. '. '. . 

," .... ~ . . . .. , .. 

. ·•· .. Qu~be.c··· .,. . •.. :.rf.i31il I-----=~---"'-"""'-"-"-'"'"'""'""==,-=~""" 

.. '" /,Qr~m~·f-.-__:-=---=+=====~== 
S· ?~~l.~~~ "f--.-~.,.c:::.~~----"~~~,"*,~Z?fZ;~~P-'é'~= 

Bntis"~:~t~;;I--~~~~"""" 
.... ' .... ·.ù,~.5.L >-- ....0:=-= , .. :: .•.....•... " ..... ;. ;. ....... 

. ". '" ..... " .'-'- ~~+-_._,__:__:_.~ .• ""- ..:..,,'-; .. '-; .. '-;-=,,",,*."".' "'.;.:""- -: "'" .. '_; .. ~'-'-..c.:.i..~_:_.,.;.:...._ 
:'::.:', "'-:;':'::". '"-, 

","", ". ; >. :;;:.;;):,>..... .dDK1~R: ~.j.i,t1~~;i~~j~~i~:1?·:;: iil:Pedéral: 
< .• ·~.:A ·····.~i.··. ·.•.· .. :E.J . ·.P\'.OR· •. S.e~ .. JL.;e .• ·.~. \. r.·.·n~Wl.~. ; .•.• ·:':'.· ••• ·pi:.n.Ia_.\~~.~ I.·n ~~.: '." . . :... . .. : "::. '. "'. • .. .• :': •. ". 
;~.~ '"~~' U~~ p,,~, ;;.'. ,,? ·.· .. <~ .. ·;;:~~.t~b~~I~e~lth G.i[~sù;Yey ~j~~~~2000 

.:~Overall 
: ,rr.;;1210 

"':", ,", 

:Atlantic .:'. ,rt";1i7 ... 1- _-==-_--"-"-'='-=Z ;. 49 

, ; 

. . 50 

The data show significant regional effects with the Gover J11aui...flf 
Canada f rjng poorest in Quebec and the Prairies. (Quebec's --.- reversai of fortunes is recent but consistent witfi other research 
Ekos is conducting.) 

The federal position is strongest in British Columbia, Atlantic and, 
notably, Alberta (post-Bill 11). Typically the federal governmen~ 
scores relatively poorly against Premier Ralph Klein's government. 

High proportion of do not know re~on.s..es in Quebec, Atlantic, the 
Prairies and British Columbia reflect ambiguity and instability. 
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.:;- '; More cohcemedby short(!ges oLdoêtbrs;- nurses and i:t6spitals·· 
é :Morefervently.··insuppdrt·~ $tr()l]g.nation~lpublicIY-Mndedsystem 
.~ More likely ta w~ntthefedè.r~lgdvemmenttQ prbtecl?equal access _,_ ~ ~~Jr~~~~~~i~~!~t;fat~~t~~~:~~~:sti;pktèct equàl 

. ~/. ~ti~~~:dn on·· pr6vfdlrig.furi8ing'l8 thè p[o\li~êês. 0withDC> ~t~~gs .. 

. ~s~7~~:be •. uôlvê~ltyj~at~t~~;(:~p~cialli~rad;jt~,a:;~eè~ '. 

• RespoJ'ldents who indiêatéJhé~rhave rrlor€.hi)hfidènéiirt the· . 
Government ofCanadathah.iri·.thèirprovincial.goverriment are: 

. : v·. cMor~ concerf1ed.byina:dequClt~fyridi~g,p':y.gôvermrients .: 
. ~ More conoèrned byincreasir)g derTlandsl)n.systern from an ageing '; .pcpulation . -,' ',' : ." _""'.- .. , .. : -.-. -..... .-,', ," 
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Problems Facing the Health Care System 
, ,i!Hqwserious are the folloWil'l.g:.pro~l~m~?'; 

'~.' ~ ~:~~ .. 
..... ., 

'. 'Notenough doctors and nurses 82% .' 

.' ..... ,··inc~~asl~g dertfurid~ 1>1\ tne system frcm an 
....•.. ...•.... , . ;-ageing population 

. Jnadequatefunding by govemments 

: -: . 

.. 

. •.... lackof accôJlrtâbilitytothe public on how 
. ". "mon~yis$'pent On health care 

••.. Ni;tén~Ugh m()dell1tiag~'6:tic -. eqUiPlllë:~~I~~: 
:~:~:. .' .. :;> . 

. : ..•.. :'~: :;~i\Z/:i~~teriOtighJ10SP~ls 

..... '.. Not eno~gti jÎS{pf modem Information 
. <techriology.(e,g~'élec(ronic.patient·i:e.cords) ~~~--~~~~~~~~--~ . 

. o %. . 20% /~~j.~.î1.~r.!.it~;i:.··'~.·~~ •. ~ir. 
:n;'nho . ". . ... 

. ' .. ' . ' .. )Nàtioh~l'Healttrbar~:survey",:,jlme 2000 

Clear, and dominant, concerns with supply of health professionals, 
aging and funding. 

Accountability and technology are also important second tier 
Issues. 

Relatively low scores for "bricks and mortar" may show acceptance 
of need for shift from sole focus on primary care. 

Information technology is not in the race (yet). This will change. 
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Prime Minister for a Day _ 
,';NfyOlrw~rePnme Mlnist.etfOi".a·ti.~Y~hd:hâtJiari:il'dditi6hal$1 bilÙon'to ., " 
tnvesrln health care, whkh:w6Lild'be·iiühebesfiritereSt of'thepubllc?" 

:. _.' . . .: .,';' '. 

'.Irnproved access .tc furilily docton;:an~ Ilurse~. ' 
- " ,' " . . . 

: . .: "':':': .. ~.,,:'>::':.: :. ;;. . .. _', -',.;., . , . ',.' ',: 
. Upgradiilg and modemizing hospltàts, 

.v'· 

Expanded horooandcominunit}r cat.e pfogra~ 
. ": .• Irtcrease the.àvaila~~,li~t.2f~1;~~} 

·-'ncr~~s~ •• ,~~èJ~~.pn'~he_~~~~~~~~~l~\~; 

' .. ,:::Maki~g.~~~èt;ij~~:.;~:~~fO~iÎ~~:~~~W":~I~~:ti'L: ~/:Hi~f.tii;~'Y>i,?'.}U. 

: :.: l~èr4~~êcÎ'he~~kpfbniOii61{a'cti;;itiè~'; 

.... ::: .. ' .. 

. series of random 
paired choices 

indicates average 
number of times 
option is selected . ' 
over ail others 

. , ' 

'ri) ;~~~~::e:a~: . 
Professionals finish at top of trade-off exercise, but modernizing 
existing hospital (contrasted to "bricks and mortar" in previous 
battery) does better. 

Home and community care continues to score weil (the best form 
of innovation). 

Longer-term prevention and information technology not seen in the 
same league: although there is support for these, too; but not as 
centrepieces of renewal. 
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Importance of Strong National System 

;'Overali', 
.:. , :, rF12~ 0 

-: . 1. 87 

. / .... :. :.:: 
.. 

.:/ 

Only 3 per cent think a strong national system of publicly funded 
health care is not important. Enough said. 
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Role of Federal and Provincial Governments 

'''Ifth~re-js:a .conffid between W()tkihIf~~a--p~alÎer, and en$urtng access to 
,. fiealth care, whièh wolild:y()ü pr'fféfthê Govèmmeritof Canada doT' ,-, -: 

. ','_. . 

- ,.>.,'/ -. :,': .. :' .:.:. 

',- -C~r1adÏéms h~ve~qLlal_ 
?a'ccess!tolh~hèalth :-- .: - 

:. - .'::.~: " 

:ACt asàparthet: 
, -- Withthe 

- provinces 

ln the public's view, partnership yes, but not if co-operation fails. 
Quebec different on this point, although the majority there also../ 
leans towards protecting equal access. 

The federal government's franchise remains equal access and " 
national standards. 
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Role of Federal and Provincial Governments - 
- by region 

', ,r.If:ther~i!à.bqriflict.·betweeRworkJr,lga$~·;p.~ri~gfi~h~'e~sl.lrjr),g;âéces~to . 
.. health:1;arei;whiëh ·wouldYOltprêfe.r:.th~~Go.v.~t.rtmeJjt()tCànada·d6?'.'····· 

-, . -', . . -_ '_';' "_ .... ;., .. , .. _- :; ... : .... ::,/:<::;~-.:_~ ..... ; ..... :,' ',;.,.;' :':~~" -,' 

.. ~ 
""'.": 

'-;J;'._ 
::':._-~.,'<-" v.r:: 
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.·.·Rèsporid~nt~iWhô. indicaté they ~~ù1d •. pr~f~rth~f~d~r~Lg()vemment .• > .' .. ' 
. 'protect~qüaJ~cdèss ratherthan partnerWithth~~prp'\lirlc~s are: 

. .; :Hep~e~èriied;by~ore womehthahfn~r1 :<: . 

V·. Mbrêêorifid~hfiifthê:GÔvêrnm~J1fof'êal1adath~h •• in:thèirpr()vinciâl···· 
. .governmentconcerning hetllth:êare.· . .. '.. . 

·Morê.·êdhtè~hêd .•• bYinadequate;fllriding~y;g6Y~frlinentsi.". 

y .•..•.. ·~r;~~i~~~~l~;;~~~t~~~d~;~1~i~I~)a1~:w!~m~:~t:· .... · 
i :~y~1:~rn~riti)fGana9âtôm&~~dèCi~iq~S:t6.iri1prOYe .. théhèaltb··.care· . 

.. ~ {es~kê&nôr{prov,dingfJl1dÎngt(fthêprdyidGê~;\Vith no strings' :.' 
attachèdr". ..... . . 

.. ~;g~~~;haVegreâtereXP?sqte t~.f~~f0;~~~tttiFtiet,tem .... 
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Federal and Provincial Relations in Addressing 
the Health Care System . 

·'''1 don't care 'how the. Govél]lme!tfof:Cana~:3!!d~;:.proifl~ci~1 governments~ reich· 
a. deal on fIXing .the f1éaJt~'~are:§yStem;Hù~t irian~:fl:i~l)llii gëftliejob;doriet ••• 

Clear majority "just want them to get the job done." ln context of the 
overwhelming priority placed on health care by the public, this 
result appears to be surprisingly low. 

Provincial governments seen to be betler placed, but overall 
evidence suggests that federal government also has a role. 
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Striking a Deal - demographic variations 
....... . '. 

' .. ', .. . .• '~tdnll't·care·howtneGovèn1n1ehtc(jf·~()n~à~;;ühcttheprovirlci~I""". 
". .:govemmêrits ·reach a~deat oriJixiOg fliee;beatfh caie system, rjust' 

.' .... walitJnéfn,tg gé.ttlJ~j~~··dQhê/> . '.' :.' •... " . 
• ': • ,.:.::.~:.:. ~ : •• :':::': ... :~ ~', •• ;: .:'," -. C· .' •• ', 

. '" .::.< 

':";' ,':' 

20% .' ::9Ôiyg ··.:::A~(J~'· ;c:, .16070< •.... .................. ·{;::"".~~y:,è:C;~,:;(?~,~~W~~~~t~~~'· il' ••...... '.: ...• ~ .•. 
.. . :" :::·:·\V·F('N~ti6~~.j:H~~iMcare s~iey~~;jJ~~:200ô 

Anxiety and impatience rise with age and self-interest. .;/'" ~.- ... - _,-,., . __ .. ,.-.-. ----_:::,._----- 
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Governments Working in Good Faith - 
regional variations 

""';.:.' 

.->_.:-,- " .. ',.', ~>"'. 
. , ' ... ", .' ,,' .' - .. -. :.: .. _:~. 
> :~".'. . : :Alb~tt~\W;JM;~ -r. ::( ;:,' . 

: r :.:.:.·.·.··;:.::.·sritishc.·.o.lu.'.·.· •.. ·.m.·:.b.···.·.·.·.i.;~.· •. :.·_·,·.·.·i.·n.:;.···:.=.: •. t ..... ·~ .•. ".' •. :.:.: ··:cc .: · .. · i·· .. ··· .. :··· . . . . .... :_ ... ;.:.:'.::.- ... >:>; . 
• _.. ..... 'r-: I----~~.;._;.,._.~~~;;;;.:::..,.~~~:..:.;......:,..:.,c....:.;...:c..'-'-"-, 

.. : . '~.'. :.jj)6% .••• .. .200/~ ;"4tJ&J:m~:x.·,~9x~@!li:/lH'BC)1oi::{ jQo//o :.;. 
' ... ;nt··.·· t. '. • ;!"}{Wi;E>m;! .. #;.;~~#~;~~~~~~t~~t .... : ... ; .. ... ~~;~~~c!i~.d.:' ~, .c. : .: ' ... :>:;~.,\ »~')r4iib:~~,\He:~nh ~ki~:s~rv~~""J~~~:;Qoo' 

""':.:.:> 
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Role of Federal Government 

.-.< .. ",: . .. :;.; ..... -s : 

. !(Whièth,iêw is closest toyolJt oWh?" ... . '-. ,"- .., 

,.'.- .. '. ~ .. ,. : 
. ,',', .... , .. 

"'-'.;.:+::.;-:-:, 
:., .... ' .: 

• The Go .... ~rt.n1entôrCailada's; 
rollHnttiéJiêalth ca·re system·. 

. . iridudes m(;~thal:fhelping· .'. 
.. 'lhejlr6v1!lcês p~y for ttie 

..... <jrl:~~~~~~~~d1~~:i~~::.: ./ 
... thâfatrëai1:idiansino matter· •.. 

.. Whéréitbetliv·è{have·.'atcess'··. 
: to sirTiilaf:levels!)f health 

. . ..' '. .. 
. . .. :.: .•.. ::' .•.• : ...•.• \ .•...... ><-, :.::~.~,.: ." 

. . ~:<.:;~: .. -.~.; .. : .. ;~ ~:.< .. :.: <::~~:::.:....:: :-', .. 
't~eGôveihijièb~~()()\::···· . 

.. :'.Canada~s'rolejnthe\:·( , 
': h~alth'~at~;~~tell'i ,k; . j~;ifJ~~t!~è;lt~~~s·.····· . 
'::ijlprdYi~ej.aIJl~Wt> ;. ·c·· 

·:ta.r~'5.~J~;fus;i;;;.::?P .. 
:..: -: .. :.-:.::',;.'::' 

-.;-,. 

. ... :.<.: ':',' 
;':.:~:::\:';:' .~; ," ..•.... '.:.: ..... :;; ...•. ~ •..•. : •..• :.)\: . 

..... " .: ~~ .: :':;.~ ;.;:::: . 
. '. ;.' 

-: ...... : 
. ":::':. -, -v; -; 

1{ Clear lean towards championing role for federal government on 
. equal access, but also significant minority support for "hold nose 

(and bite tongue) and send money" approach by federal 
government. 

This indicator is not a sufficient basis to declare strong consensus 
on this point beyond the rough majority lean here. Quebec is - clearly the "outlier" even within the odest consensus. 
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Role of Federal Government - by region 
. ,- .. ,.-, 

. :.:'~.~'; 

aVeral! .,h='=-r.7.'i:7:=-r-rr7=ri:-r..r;,.,,= 
, o':Ü1Ô:,,,,,"=<:zz==~=<Z"-.w:.J.:.w 

'.;.-. 

',:' 
-' ;Atlàhtic': .... .,..,;,~~"",",".".,,~~~m,.;,~ 

,n=87,' ',1±~~~~"-"-"""-"''-'''''~''''-''= 

, ;'-iuiêb(!t>::l' ;,.n,-rr-;";+,~rrr~+,+,,,,=,+,;,,,,:;;;;,.m,,G'i,:r.:,; 

, OF318 -: j;Z.l=~=l:Z1===l:Z1=~=z.lli:.wz 
, ,: O"fi)}iÔ\";' :'-""""'=r.m"r7-'r7';""""'7'h& 

, : : :t#460\::j:' ~=C=====0:: ~:- - 

.::Pr.ii~i.e&j'·'" ~;v"7777""",,,*""""""""'fi7~ 
,"ii~1;,:1'- ='"""""'-""""""='""==-= 
".' .. ;;.,'::.; 

, BritishGêilt.imbi~,~; 
<;'lidii;4}"" =====-=== 

The Alberta result is worth watching within the context of Bill 11. 
Other evidence in survey suggests room to strengthen the federal 
position in this province. 
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Settling Federal and Provincial Differences 
...... :;. ': .. 

.. ..... ; .. :.'; .. : ..... 

"1 Ihinklh~. G9.v~miheilt(if:çaJlada and t.he,p.rôvinèi~t.~ôvèinments· 
;~HOULQ.;Qe âDle:.tQPlir:â$ide;wfi:~té.vëfdiffe:fEinceS'th~Y'might have: .. 

amongtherriSélveS'~nd rêaCfJ ail agreemeJ)t(in il common approachfor' . 
". . ;: ,;:. ,~r~r.~~n~~i,,~lll~he<il~iarl!;~yst~r:tl;{'::·:>,:, .••.•..• , .. ) .. 

;20:;O;~ .' /40%.; . :. . :'~dô;o <106% ' . 
. , .. pl8:i,~~r8~i~)~!~ü·:E.l;~ <.;8.~,~i~l1~r}~) '. ; ~~~<+~~~r~(~;~m·.·'·' ., 

A.' "."~ ·.··.No~py.oRse~prodg:riF:_,',~c.;"';~ut·,'p·~@~j~ .•. :,c,· -. '·,.,i .• ',,·.'y., •.••. ' .•. ,:.· .• ,· .• ·.'i .. : .•. ·,:,.,· .•. ','.: :'ri,gi2·1ô. ' .' '.""" -: :, .•• .. :: 
:~ ~,"'u~ ~ .. ~, ':N1ti6~~iHealth (;are:S~;;ey0:Jtiiié2ijOÔ. 

Once again, we see a profound between the public's desire for the 
federal and provincial governments to work together to fix the 
health care system and expectations that such a situation will come 
to fruition. 
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Reasons for a Common Health Care Approach 

. ..• '~HôwJmpdrtanf'fs.:;~fRW~pgrnri1on tfea1thcapi:appro.ac~:?JI~:+: :, y: ... ,. 
~:.:/~. 

'::;',", 

Crucial rational for building a common approach to health care built 
around preservation for the future, c<2illga[abjlity~y. 
Impressive consensus. 
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Preferred Approach for the Government 
of Canada - 

... "'~hlâj\Wii~ldJ\~thèlÎiist.vi,,;W.foti~~ GOVemfu~~~l;~~~~~~~f:,~~~~~d?" 
:':.: .; .. :,;. .. ' ., .." , .- .. ~.;::'.::, .. .. .... ;-:.;:: 

'<~~()Cee<îWn~·J~;prQ"indal~9ÔVerhm~I1~'j(;,. " 
"has reathetl (igreèrile.nts, VIi.!"; S_O lo.l)ga~ià', 
'. ".' d,', ' ", maJ(irit)i;have a.gr~~d. . 

';~r(jtêecJ·~ï;'.~~y;~tov'iriéi.~l~dJéth~~~~~~';: 
haSir~atMd,àgteèm~~t~)y~h< '" 

Quebec RoC 

-',:. ,'>< . - 
" . ~'-,' . ~ . .... ~:.: 

Canadians are seeking a r:>ractical, reasonable solution and not 
federal-provincial purity. 
'--------------- 
One-off, bilateral deals are unacceptable to most. 

On a regional basis, consistent overall pattern exists. Ouebec less 
comfortable with "m~J9llty option, than is the rest of Canada 
(a'ltlÎÔugh roughly one in two Ouebeckers are O.K. with this 
approach) and more attracted ta the":é,lIC PI. .0 e oRtion. 
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Performance Measures in the Health Care 
System 

Ranking of performance measure reflects the hierarchy of broader " 
concerns and preferences for investment. 

Curious as to how "funding reports" would have fared ln this 
exercise. 
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Importance of Performance Measures 

Broad and impressive support for the reporting concept from top 
down to provincial and local level. 
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Impact on Level of Confidence in Health Care 
System 

Government action, validation by nurses and doctors and personal 
experience are clearly the acid test for confidence boost. Important 
to note that boost is likely linked to a combination of ail three and 
each is unlikely to occur simultaneously (more likely sequentially), 
which has implications for short-term "pay off' of government 
action. 
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Effect of Government Measures on Level of 
Confidence in Health Care System 
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.1. 

This battery provides an imperfect test of the public's adjudication 
of the various permutations. which are somewhat blurred. But, the 
most attractive package appears to be: (1) funding; (2) agreement 
on goals; and (3) reporting. 

Agreement on goals (al one) and money (alone) generate the sa me 
impact. 

Both "conditions and "provincial freedom" version fare worse. 
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Two out of three Canadians indicate that they have had personal 
contact with the health care system in the past year. The proportion is 
higher among women (72 per cent), Canadians over the age of 65 (71 
per cent) as weil as respondents with a college or university-Ievel 
education (72 per cent). 

Regionally, respondents from Quebec (60 per cent) and from rural 
areas of Canada (62 per cent) have had a lower rate of contact with the 
health care system in the past year. 

The majority of respondents who have had IJlil12Q al contact with the 
health care system report being \l8-GM satisfied with the service they 
received (58 per cent) while one in four report low satisfaction. 
Satisfaction is highest among respondents from British Columbia, 
respondents over the age of 65 and among men. Respondents from 
Ontario, Canadians with higher household incomes, as weil as 
respondents with low economie security express higher rates of 
dissatisfaction with the services they received during their most recent 
contact with the health care system. 
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National Health Care Survey 
Hello, my name is ... and 1 work for Ekos Research Associates. We are conducting a 
survey on behalf of the Govemment of Canada conceming the views of Canadians 
18 years of age and older, on several important issues in the news today. This survey 
is an opportunity to express your views to the govemment on major national issues. 
The interview is totally voluntary and all of your responses will be kept completely 
confidential. May 1 begin? 

@intro 

1- Continue, SHIFT + ? to terminate 

INTRO 
see screen 

Continue 

ROT! 
=> * if 
rot for Q13 

IF((ROT1=O),TRC(RAN(1,2.99999999)),ROT1) 

provmce 

community 2 

SEX 

DO NOTASK 
Record gender of respondent 

Male 1 

Female 2 

INFO 
Many of the questions in the survey require that you answer by choosing a number 
on a 7-point scale, where 1 usually means very negative, 7 means very positive, and 
the mid-point 4 means somewhere in the middle. If you wish to provide additional 
comments on any of the issues covered in the survey, 1 can record them at the end of 
the survey. 
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PRQl 
Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statement, using 
a 7-point scale where 1 means strongly disagree, 7 means strongly agree, and the 
mid-point 4 means neither agree nor disagree. 

QI 
I'm confident that if 1 or a family member were to become seriously ill, we would be 
able to access the necessary health care services. 

1 Strongly disagree 7% Mean = 4.75 

2 6% Std dey. = 1.80 

3 11% 

4 Neither 15% 

5 21% 

6 19% 

7 Strongly agree 20% 

DK/NR 1% 

Unweighted n = 1210 

Q2 
Which of the following aspects of health care is of greatest importance to you? 
Rotation => 4 

1 Quality ofhealth care service 42% 

2 Costs of the health care system to the country 4% 

3 Health of the Canadian population 10% 

4 Equal access to health care for aIl Canadians 43% 

(DO NOT READ) DKINR 1 % 

Unweighted n = 1210 

Q3 
When it cornes to protecting and strengthening the health care system, would you say 
that you have more confidence in your provincial govemment or in the Govemment 
of Canada? 

1 Provincial govemment 40% 

2 Govemment of Canada 39% 

9 DK/NR 21% 

Unweighted n = 1210 
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PRQ4 

Thinking about today's health care system, how serious a problem do you think each 
of the following poses for the health care system? Please respond using a 7-point 
scale where 1 means not at aIl serious, 7 means extremely serious, and the mid-point 
4 means moderately serious. 

Q4A 
Rotation => Q4G 
How serious a problem is Inadequate funding by govemments for the health care 
system? 

.1 Not at aIl serious 2% Mean = 5.63 
2 2% Std dey. = 1.49 

3 4% 
4 Moderately serious 14% 
5 14% 
6 24% 
7 Extremely serious 37% 
9DKINR 2% 
Unweighted n = 1210 

Q4B 
How serious a problem is Increasing demands on the system resulting from an 
ageing population for the health care system? 

1 Not at ail serious 1% Mean = 5.54 
2 2% Std dey. = 1.36 
3 4% 
4 Moderately serious 14% 
5 21% 
6 26% 
7 Extremely serious 30% 
9DKINR 
Unweighted n = 1210 
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Q4C 
How serious a problem is Not enough doctors and nursesJor the health care system? 

1 Not at aIl serious 2% Mean = 5.88 
Std dey. = 1.43 2 1% 

3 3% 
4 Moderately serious 10% 

5 14% 

6 21% 

7 Extremely serious 47% 

9DKINR 1% 

Unweighted n = 1210 

Q4D 
How serious a problem is Not enough hospitalsJor the health care system? 

1 Not at all serious 6% Mean = 4.86 

2 7% 

3 10% 
4 Moderately serious 18% 

5 15% 

6 17% 
7 Extremely serious 26% 

9DKINR 1% 
Unweighted n = 1210 

Q4E 

Std dey. = 1.84 

How serious a problem is Lack of accountability to the public on how money is 
spent on health care Jor the health care system? 

1 Not at all serious 2% Mean = 5.38 

2 3% Std dey. = 1.52 

3 5% 
4 Moderately serious 19% 

5 19% 

6 19% 

7 Extremely serious 32% 

9DKINR 2% 
Unweighted n = 1210 
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Q4F 

How serious a problem is Not enough modern diagnostic equipment like MR1s Jor the 
health care system? 

1 Not at aIl serious 2% Mean = 5.38 

2 3% Std dey. = 1.54 
3 5% 
4 Moderately serious 15% 

5 19% 

6 22% 
7 Extremely serious 29% 
9DKINR 4% 
Unweighted n = 1210 

Q4G 

How serious a problem is Not enough use of modern information techno1ogy (e.g., 
electronic patient records)Jor the health care system? 

1 Not at ail serious 4% Mean = 4.52 
2 6% Std dey. = 1.57 

3 9% 
4 Moderate1y serious 28% 
5 19% 
6 13% 
7 Extremely serious 12% 
DKJNR 8% 
Unweighted n = 1210 
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TRAD 1 

TRAD2 
TRAD3 

If you were Prime Minister for a day and had an additional $1 billion to invest in 
health care, which of the following two choices would you pick as the best way to 
improve or strengthen Canada's publicly-funded health care system? 

Elimination => 7 (NOT XFRIA NOT XFRlB) 

1 Increase the availability of modem technology, such as MRI and other diagnostic 
equipment 50% 

2 Making better use of information technology to improve the management of the 
system, through such practices as electronic patient records 35% 

3 Increased health promotion activities, such as anti-smoking and fitness campaigns 
26% 

4 lmproved access to family doctors and nurses, so that primary care is available 24 
ho urs a day, 7 days a week outside emergency rooms 66% 

5 Expanded home and community care services 57% 

6 Increased accountability to the public by govemments and health care providers on 
the performance of the health care system 52% 

7 Upgrading and modemizing hospitals 50% 

99 (DO NOT READ) DKINR 

QS 
How important is it to you to have a strong national system of publicly- funded health 
care? Please respond using a 7-point scale where 1 means not at aIl important, 7 
means extremely important, and the mid-point 4 means moderately important. 

1 Not at ail important 1 % Mean = 6.18 

2 1% Std dey. = 1.25 

3 1% 

4 Moderately important 9% 

5 10% 

6 18% 

7 Extremely important 59% 

9 DKINR 1% 

Unweighted n = 1210 
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Most Canadians would prefer that the Government of Canada work as a partner 

with the provinces in the area ofhealth care. Most Canadians would also want 

the Govemment of Canada to ensure that aIl Canadians, no matter where they 

live, have timely access to the health care services they need. If there is a 

conflict between working as a partner and ensuring access to health care, which 

would you pre fer the Govemment of Canada do? Act as a partner with the 

provinces or ensure that aIl Canadians have equal access to the health care 

system? 

1 - Partner with provinces 

2 - Prote.ct equal access 

9 - DKINR 
Q6 

If there is a conflict between working as a partner and ensuring access to health care, 
which would you pre fer the Govemment of Canada do? Act as a partner with the 
provinces or ensure that aIl Canadians have equal access to the health care system? 
(see screen) 

1 Partner with provinces 27% 

2 Protect equal access 71 % 

9 DKINR 2% 

Unweighted n = 1210 

PRQ7 

Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of the following 
statements, using a 7 -point scale where 1 means strongly disagree, 7 means strongly 
agree, and the mid-point 4 means neither agree nor disagree. 

Q7A 
~lY 1 think that my provincial govemment is more concemed about rnaking itself look 

good rather than working in good faith with other provinces and the Govemment of 
Canada to fix the health care system 

1 Strongly disagree 9% Mean = 4.86 

2 6% 

3 8% 

4 Neither 16% 

5 15% 

6 13% 

7 Strongly agree 30% 

9DKINR 3% 

Unweighted n = 1210 
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Q7B 
~ My provincial government is better placed than the Government of Canada to make 

decisions about the types of changes needed to improve the health care system in my 
provmce 

1 Strongly disagree 9% Mean = 4.90 

2 4% Std dey. = 1.88 

3 6% 

4 Neither 16% 

5 18% 

6 20% 

7 Strongly agree 24% 

9DKJNR 3% 

Unweighted n = 1210 

iu Q7C 
1 don't care how the Government of Canada and the provincial governments reach a 
de al on fixing the health care system, 1 just want them to get the job done 

1 Strongly disagree 5% Mean = 5.58 

2 4% Std dey. = 1.80 

3 4% 

4 Neither 11% 

5 12% 

6 16% 

7 Strongly agree 46% 

9DKJNR 1% 

Unweighted n = 1210 

~ $ ~hiCh of the following two views is closest to your OWIl? 

1 - The Government of Canada's role in the health care system includes more than 
helping the provinces pay for the system. The Government of Canada should 
also ensure that all Canadians, no matter where they live, have access to 

similar levels of he al th care services 
2 - The Government of Canada's role in the health care system is to give money 

to provincial governments to help coyer the costs of provincial health care 

systems 
9 - (DO NOT READ) DKJNR 
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~ Q8 
Which of the following two views is closest to your own? (see screen) 
1 The Govemment of Canada's role includes ensuring that all Canadians have access 
to similar levels ofhealth care services 59% 
2 The Govemment of Canada's role in the health care system is to give money to 
provincial govemments 39% 

9DKINR 
Unweighted n = 1210 

2% 

PRQ9 
Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of the following 
statements, using a 7 -point scale where 1 means strongly disagree, 7 means strongly 
agree, and the mid-point 4 means neither agree nor disagree. 

\,()o-- Q9A 
Rotation => Q9B 
1 think the Govemment of Canada and the provincial govemments SHOULD be able 
to put aside whatever differences they might have among themselves and reach an 
agreement on a common approach for strengthening the health care system 

1 Strongly disagree 1 % Mean =6.32 

2 1% Std dey. = 1.10 

3 1% 

4 Neither 4% 

5 11% 

6 21% 

7 Strongly agree 61% 

9DKINR 0% 
Unweighted n = 1210 

~\) Q9B 
1 think the Govemment of Canada and the provincial govemments WILL be able to 
put aside whatever differences they might have among themselves and reach an 
agreement on a common approach for strengthening the health care system 

1 Strongly disagree 7% Mean = 4.61 
Std dey. = 1.81 2 7% 

3 12% 

4 Neither 19% 

5 20% 

6 13% 
7 Strongly agree 20% 

9DKINR 2% 
Unweighted n = 1210 
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PRQI0 

=> Q11 if NOT Q9A=#5-#7 
In your view, how important are each of the following as reasons for having a 
common approach for strengthening the health care system? Please respond using a 
7 -point scale where 1 means not at ail important, 7 means extremely important, and 
the mid-point 4 means moderately important. 

QI0A \l "'- 
Rotation => Q10D 
How important is Ensuring that Canadians can move from one province to another 
knowing that they will be able to get the health care services they needfor a common 
health care approach? 

1 Not at all important 1 % Mean = 6.41 

2 0% Std dey. = l.02 

3 1% 

4 Moderately important 5% 

5 8% 

6 19% - 7 Extremely important 66% 

9DKINR 0% 

Unweighted n = 1210 

QI0B \\'0 

How important is Preserving the health care system for the future by preparing for 
longer-term challenges facing the health care system for a common health care 
approach? 

1 Not at all important 0% Mean = 6.35 

2 0% Std dey. = 0.95 

3 0% 

4 Moderately important 5% 

5 11% 

6 24% 

7 Extremely important 59% 

9DKINR 1% 

Unweighted n = 1210 
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\\0 
QI0C 

How important is Allowing govemments to move forward at about the same rate 
with improvements to the health care system for a common health care approach? 

1 Not at aIl important 1 % Mean = 5.85 

Std dey. = 1.19 2 0% 

3 2% 

4 Moderately important 11% 

5 21% 

6 26% 

7 Extremely important 38% 

9DKINR 2% 

Unweighted n = 1210 

QI0D \\~ 

How important is Providing Canadians with comparable health care services no 
matter where they live for a common health care approach? 

1 Not at aIl important 0% Mean = 6.35 

2 1% Std dey. = 1.01 

3 1% 

4 Moderately important 5% 

5 9% 

6 24% 

7 Extremely important 60% 

9 DKINR 0% 

Unweighted n = 1210 

f ~Cl, The Govemment of Canada has said that it wants to increase fun ding for health 

care and work with provincial governments to set goals and measure results for 

how the money is spent. In the event that the Govemment of Canada cannot reach 

an agreement with aIl 10 provincial govemments, which of the following would be 

the best way for the Govemment of Canada to respond? 

1 - Proceed with any provincial govemments it has reached agreements with 

2 - Wait until it has reached agreements with aIl provincial govemments 

3 - Proceed with the provincial govemments it has reached agreements with, 

so long as a majority have agreed 

9 - (DO NOT READ) DKINR 
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Qll 
Which of the following would be the best way for the Govemment of Canada to 
proceed? (see screen) 

1 Proceed with any provincial govemments it has reached agreements with 22% 

2 Wait until it has reached agreements with aIl provincial govemments 17% 

3 Proceed with the provincial govemments it has reached agreements with, so long as a 
majority ofhave agreed 59% 

9 DKINR 
-Unweighted n = 1210 

3% 

PRQ12 
How use ful would comparing each of the following from one year to the next be in 
measuring the progress of the health care system? Please use a 7 -point scale where 1 
means not at aIl useful, 7 means extremely useful, and the mid-point 4 means 
moderately useful. 

l;'v.... 
Q12A 

Rotation => Q 12H 
How useful would comparing The percentage of the population that has access to 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week health service from a family health care provider from 
year ta year be? 

1 Not at al! useful 2% Mean = 5.60 

2 1% Std dey. = 1.42 

3 4% 

4 Moderately useful 14% 

5 19% 

6 24% 

7 Extremely useful 35% 

9DKlNR 2% 

Unweighted n = 1210 
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\~~Q12B 

How useJul would comparing Waiting times for main diagnostic services Jrom year 
ta year be? 

1 Not at a11 useful 2% Mean = 5.95 

Std dev. = l.33 2 1% 

3 1% 

4 Moderately use ful 9% 

5 14% 

6 25% 

7 Extremely useful 45% 

9DKINR 2% 

Unweighted n = 1210 

V 
{7 Q12C 

How useJul wauld camparing Waiting times between diagnosis and treatment from 
year ta year be? 

1 Not at a11 useful 3% 

2 1% 

3 1% 

4 Moderately use fuI 7% 

5 10% 

6 23% 

7 Extremely useful 53% 

9DKINR 1% 

Unweighted n = 1210 

\~lr Q12D 

Mean = 6.07 

Std dev. = 1.37 

How useJul wauld camparing Access to long-term, home and cornmunity care 
following a hospital stay .from year ta year be? 

1 Not at ail use fuI 1 % Mean = 5.78 

Std dev. = 1.30 2 1% 

3 2% 

4 Moderately use fuI 12% 

5 20% 

6 24% 

7 Extremely useful 38% 

9DKINR 2% 

Unweighted n = 1210 
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\ ~e._ 
Q12E 

How useful would comparing The percentage of people who receive preventive 
health services (i.e., irnmunizations, marnmograms, etc.) from year ta year be? 

1 Not at all useful 1 % Mean = 5.72 
Std dey. = 1.29 :2 1% 

3 2% 

4 Moderately use fuI 14% 

5 19% 

6 25% 

7 Extremely useful 35% 

9DKINR 2% 

Unweighted n = 1210 

(7-;(- 
Q12F 

How useful would comparing Rates of preventable hospitalizationsfram year ta year 
be? 

1 Not at all useful 2% Mean = 5.51 
2 1% Std dey. = 1.42 

3 3% 

4 Moderately use fuI 15% 

5 22% 

6 23% 

7 Extremely useful 30% 

9DKINR 4% 

Unweighted n = 1210 

(0) Q12G 
How useful would comparing The percentage of hospital readmissions within 30 
daysfram year ta year be? 

1 Not at all useful 3% Mean = 5.40 

2 2% Std dey. = 1.48 

3 3% 

4 Moderately useful 17% 

5 20% 

6 24% 

7 Extremely useful 28% 

9DKINR 3% 

Unweighted n = 1210 
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'0"' 
Q12H 

How useful would comparing Progress on implementing new technologies in areas 
like electronic health records from year to year be? 

'1 Not at aIl useful 2% Mean = 5.32 

2 3% Std dey. = 1.43 
3 4% 

4 Moderately useful 18% 

5 23% 

6 23% 

7 Extremely use fuI 24% 

9DKINR 3% 

Unweighted n = 1210 

Q13 -1 \À.J,._ 
Thinking about the items just mentioned (which are referred to as performance 
measures of the health care system), overall how important is it for you to have 
performance measures for your PROVINCE as weil as for the whole country? Please 
respond using a 7 -point scale where 1 means not at aIl important, 7 means extremely 
important, and the mid-point 4 means moderately important. 

1 Not at ail important 2% Mean = 5.86 

2 0% Std dey. = 1.33 

3 1% 

4 Moderately important 12% 

5 15% 

6 26% 

7 Extremely important 41% 

9DKINR 2% 

Unweighted n = 594 
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2 2% 

3 2% 

4 Moderately important 14% 

·5 16% 

6 26% 

7 Extremely important 39% 

9DKINR 0% 

Unweighted n = 616 

15u__ ~6 Q14A \[.,6- 

Rotation => Q14D 

Q13 - 2 
Thinking about the items just mentioned (which are referred to as performance 14b 
measures of the health care system), overall how important is it for you to have 
performance measùres for your COMMUNITY as well as for the whole country? 
Please respond using a 7 -point scale where 1 means not at all important, 7 means 
extremely important, and the mid-point 4 means moderately important. 

1 Not at all important 1 % Mean = 5.77 
Std dey. = 1.33. 

Impact ojfhe media (i.e., newspapers, magazines, television, radio) reports that the 
system is getting better on your confidence in the health care system 

1 No impact Il % Mean = 4.21 

2 8% Std dey. = 1.78 

3 9% 

4 Moderate impact 27% 

5 20% 

6 11% 

7 Great impact 12% 

9 DKINR 0% 

Unweighted n = 1210 
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{)~ 
Q14B 

Impact oJPersonal experience that the system is improving on your confidence in the 
hea/th care system 

1 No impact 5% Mean = 5.33 
Std dey. = 1.66 2 3% 

3 4% 

4 Moderate impact 18% 

5 17% 

6 21% 

7 Great impact 31% 

9 DKINR 2% 

Unweighted n = 1210 

Ô'-' 
Q14C 

Impact oJ Reports from doctors and nurses that the system is improving. on your 
confidence in the health care system 

1 No impact 4% Mean =5.30 

2 3% Std dey. = l.58 

3 4% 
4 Moderate impact 17% 

5 20% 

6 22% 
7 Great impact 29% 

9 DKINR 1% 
Unweighted n = 1210 

\~\. 
Q14D 

Impact oJ An agreement signed by the Govemment of Canada and ail provincial 
govemments on an approach to improve the health care system on your confidence in 
the healtli care system 

1 No impact 4% 

2 3% 

3 5% 

4 Moderate impact 16% 

5 20% 

6 20% 

7 Great impact 32% 

9 DKlNR 1% 
Unweighted n = 1210 
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PRQ15 
Again thinking about your own sense of confidence in the health care system, please 
indicate the impact each of the following would have on your level of confidence, 
using a 7-point scale where 1 means no impact, 7 means a great impact, and the mid 
point 4 means a moderate impact. 

Q15A \~~ 

Impact of Govemments deciding to put more money into the health care system on 
your confidence in the health care system 

1 No impact 2% 

·2 1% 

3 3% 

4 Moderate impact 12% 

5 16% 

6 26% 

7 Great impact 39% 

9 DKINR 0% 

Unweighted n = 1210 

l ~lt? 
Q15B 

Mean = 5.72 

Std dey. = 1.42 

Impact of The Govemment of Canada and ail provincial govemments signing an 
agreement setting out clear goals for improving the health care system on your 
confidence in the healtn care system 

1 No impact 2% Mean = 5.75 

2 2% Std dey. = 1.38 

3 2% 

4 Moderate impact 13% 

5 17% 

6 25% 

7 Great impact 39% 

9 DKINR 1% 

Unweighted n = 1210 
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\~v 
Q15C 

Impact of The Govemment of Canada announcing increased funding to the provinces 
for health care, leaving the provincial govemments to set their own priorities for the 
new funding on ymir confidence in the health care system 

1 No impact 5% Mean = 5.07 

2 3% Std dey. = 1.60 
3 6% 

4 Moderate impact 19% 

5 24% 

6 20% 

7 Great impact 23% 

9 DKINR 1% 

Unweighted n = 1210 

\~~ 
Q15D 

Impact of The Govemment of Canada announcing increased funding to the provinces 
for health care, on the condition that The Govemment of Canada and all provincial 
govemments sign an agreement setting out clear goals for improving the health care 
system. on your confidence in the health care system 

1 No impact 3% Mean = 5.49 

2 2% Std dey. = 1.48 

3 3% 
4 Moderate impact 17% 

5 19% 

6 24% 
7 Great impact 32% 
9 DKINR 1% 
Unweighted n = 1210 
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l la e. 
Q15E 

Impact of Ali the conditions of the previous statement (i.e., increased funding from 
the Government of Canada, and an agreement between the Government of Canada 
and aIl provincial govemrnents), PLUS an additional agreement by the provincial 
governments to report to the public how the additional money was spent on your 
confidence in the healtli care system 

1 No impact 2% Mean = 5.86 

Std dey. = 1.34 2 1% 

3 2% 

4 Moderate impact 11% 

.5 16% 

6 23% 

7 Great impact 44% 

9 DK/NR 1% 

Unweighted n = 1210 

STATS 
Now I have a few more questions to be used for statistical purposes only. 

HLTH 
Are you or is anyone in your household employed in the health care field, either 
directly or indirectly? 

1 Yes 19% 

2 No 81% 

9 DK/NR 0% 

Unweighted n = 1210 

VISIT 
In the last 12 months, how many times have you personally used the primary health 
care system (i.e., went to see a doctor or received treatment in a hospital or clinic)? 

1 No visits 15% 

2 1-5 visits 59% 

3 6-10 visits 

4 Il or more visits 

9 DK/NR 

Unweighted n = 1210 

14% 

12% 

0% 
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\\ 
HOUSE 

Which of the following types best de scribes your CUITent household? ** IF THEY 
SAY THEY ARE LIVING WITH THEIR P ARENT(S) THEN THE HOUSEHOLD 
IS EITHER 02 (ONE ADULT WITH CHILD/CHILDREN) OR 04 (MARRIED OR 
COMMON-LA W COUPLE, WITH CHILDREN) 

1 One person, living alone 

2 One adult with childlchildren 
3 A rnarried or common-law couple, without children 

4 A rnarried or common-law couple, with children 

5 Two or more unrelated persons 

-6 Living with relatives other than parents 
7 More than one adult with childlchildren 

98 Other (please specify) 

99DK/NR 

Unweighted n = 1210 

16% 

9% 

.27% 

40% 

4% 

2% 

2% 

0% 

0% 

EDUC 
lJ) What is the highest level of schooling that you have cornpleted? 

1 Public/Elernentary school or less (grade 1-8) 

2 Sorne high school 

3 Graduated from high school (grade 12-13) 

4 VocationallTechnical college or CEGEP 

5 Trade certification 

6 Sorne university 

7 Bachelor's degree 
8 Professional certification 

9 Graduate degree 
99DKlNA 

Unweighted n = 1210 

4% 

13% 

27% 

19% 

3% 

8% 

16% 

3% 

7% 

0% 
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EMPLO 

"ùt Which of the following categories best describes your CURRENT employment status? 

1 Self-employed 11 % 

2 Employed full-time 42% 

3 Employed part-time 

4 Seasonal employment 

5 TerrrJcasualemployment 

6 Unemployed 

.7 Student 
8 Retired 

9 Homemaker 

10 Disability / sick leave 

11 Matemity / patemal leave 

98 Other (please specify) 

99 DKfNR 

Unweighted n = 1210 

9% 

2% 

1% 

2% 

6% 

20% 

5% 

2% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

AGE 

READ CATEGORIES IF NECESSARY 

~ 1/ What is your age, please? 

1 Under 25 

225-34 years 

3 35-44 years 

445-54 years 

5 55-64 years 

6 65 years or older 

99 (DO NOT READ) DKfNR 

Unweighted n = 1210 

17% 

16% 

23% 

17% 

11% 

15% 

0% 
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INCOM 
What is your annual HQUSEHOLD income from aIl sources before taxes? 

1 <$20,000 13% 

2 $20,000-$39,999 23% 

3 $40,000-$59,999 19% 

4 $60,000-$79,999 

5 $80,000 or more 

9DKJNR 

Unweighted n = 1210 

14% 

15% 

16% 

THNK 
End of Interview 

~ 
Thank you for your cooperation and ti~ 
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